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Just when we thought the development was boring and done, together comes a host of new hand-held devices, tablets, pads, smartphones and phones. Apple, with this iPhone and iPad, has transformed the thermostat for developers. Apple... I am in Tokyo Japan for my daughter Molly graduating from the International Christian University (ICU). While I'm in town, I meet with
members of the Japanese developer press to talk about IT Innovations and ... There are many internet lists of the best programs and software engineering books. Amazon also has its bestseller list on computer programming books. I've also blogged on this topic in the past: Six should have computer science... We - software engineers, computer scientists, programmers,
developers and coders of the world - declare that 1) we aim to build great software, 2) we care about the software we develop and deliver to our users, and 3) we ... At the end of SQL databases – part 1, I covered some background of SQL language and mirroring databases, current state and future for mirroring databases, growth frameworks that hide some complexity ... The end
of SQL and relational databases? (part 1 of 3) I covered some background on SQL language and relational databases, current and future for relational databases, growth frameworks that hide some of ... The path to SQL began with an article by Dr. E.F. Kodda The data model for large banks of shared data published in ACM Communications in June 1970. His colleagues at IBM,
Donald Chamberlin and Raymond Boyce were... Happy New Year and decade for all software developers. I hope you have a lot of software development success in 2010. Over the festive break, I spent some time thinking about the tools I use for my own development. In my work on ... Does the world need a new programming language for beginners? In the 1960s, the main
introductory programming languages were BASIC, FORTRAN, LISP and ALGOL. In the 1970s and 1980s, Pascal, C, Smalltalk and the Scheme were teaching... When I ask developers what programming language do you use?, the answer I often get is the only language. Most developers define themselves as Java, C++, Delphi, C#, Visual Basic, PHP, Ruby or Python Developer.
Some Web... The C++0x Language Standards Committee meeting takes place this week in downtown Santa Cruz, California, not far from where I live. C++0x is the unofficial name for a more formal designation: ISO / IEC JTC1 / SC22 / WG21 - Standards C ++ ... Touch apps have been around for decades. You see many of these early one-touch apps in supermarkets, bank
ATMs, restaurants and airport check-in kiosks. With the advent of iPhone and Windows 7, multitouch ... The title of this blog, Once Again in Code, is a modification Shakespearean King Henry V, Act 1 Scene 1, which begins Once again before breaking, dear friends, once again; or close the wall with ... Download more As web developers we all like to encode; That's why we do
what we do. I'm acting that we all strive to be the best we can be. Working in a fast-paced environment at BKWLD, our development team needs to learn how to adapt at the moment to meet deadlines, most of which arrive a little faster than we would like. The expectation is that they can both be achieved, which is sometimes true. More often than not, however, I am forced to lean
more to one side, choosing to either do something clean and beautiful, or do something that is complete when the customer needs it. Which approach is better? Our technical director, Justin Jewett, summed it up perfectly when he told me: We need fewer killers and more street fighters. Jewett points out that we need people who can code quickly, roll with punches and do the best
job possible - something that's particularly difficult when things get heated and customers are less friendly. This has led to much intense debate about which approach is right. Poetry is goodThest reason why a significant code is considered a form of poetry. It's elegant, clean, easy to read, and fun to write. These are all exceptional qualities to which we should strive every day.
This approach is philosophically correct. If the code is well structured from the beginning, then, late in the game, things are easier to find and edit. For example, creating a JavaScript file to hold all variables at the configuration level is good practice, making tweaking things like animation speed and delay duration later wind. GoodSpeed speeds are often ignored and/or argued
among developers. An easy way to make things is often seen as bad or amateur. Shortcuts and hacks are further frowned 100, and their practices are considered by the community to be bad developers. I am a proponent of speedy development for many reasons, the main of which is doing everything on time - or early. This leaves more room for polishing, and can make both
manufacturers and customers very happy. Not everything suits the conventionSoevering the framework undoubtedly accelerates development and makes things faster, but not everything fits a clean, packed convention. Sometimes when a simple image tag, table or even (dare I say that?) footage is a quick solution to a problem that will take much longer to build using standards or
some new innovative workflows. I worked on sites that were too complicated for their need and context. Not everything requires complex environments, Python frameworks, or changing merged scripts with cache-busting hashes. All these things have their place for specific projects, but a good dev choose and choose what is best for the scope of the project, and not just use the
most sophisticated technologies in all cases. Find out what's right for your project when you're working on a project, think about what needs and where you need to spend most of your time. For example, if a site doesn't need sophisticated JavaScript, don't add script loading frameworks and modules that take time and power to configure. Instead, a simple script file or even some
embedded JavaScript will work just fine. So the requirements are too long and you can spend more time on the rest of the site. If the project is personal, which you are intensely passionate about, spend all the time you want to make sure every line of code is where it needs to be and comes down to its purest form. If the project is for a three-month campaign due next week, the
shortest route to the finish line is probably better. I've only been a developer for five years, and 95 percent of my professional projects are the latest. We need to complete high-quality work as soon as possible. Lyrics: Matt AebersoldMatt Aebersold is a developer at BKWLD. This article originally appeared in the clean issue of magazine 246.Liked it? Read them! What is your
philosophy of code? Tell us in the comments! Learn how to create your own art images and animations and display them in our online gallery, which has now been improved according to independent teachers. Our world is becoming more digitized. For many of us, the day barely minutes without recording videos, taking photos and editing, and sharing digital content across
multiple apps. But how well do we understand the technology we use and how digital information is created and manipulated? With many careers today involving some form of computing, there is growing relevance for people to move beyond digital literacy, understand how digital technology works, and develop literacy in code. This course will help you buy it. In this course, you
will not only learn the inner workings of your digital world, but also create and manipulate images with code, creating new works of art and interactive animations. Your images and animations will be displayed in an online art gallery part of a vibrant learning community. You will also develop effective skills and concepts of computational thinking, which can be transferred to other
coding environments and programming languages.Computational thinking skills Introductory programming concepts such as sequencing, iteration and selection Skills and knowledge on how to create art and basic animations with ProcessingJS Preparing to study computer science or other programming languages Get a certificate with the signature of an instructor with the
institution logo to test your achievement and increase your job prospectsAdd a certificate to resume or or place it directly on LinkedInGive itself an additional incentive to complete the courseEdX, a nonprofit, relies on verified certificates to help fund free education for everyone around the world Published November 19, 2020 When looking to improve your workflow, you must have
a proper computer. And one of the most attractive computers out there is macbooks. These sleek transportable computers allow you to work anywhere at any time and provide a lot of functionality to your users. But sometimes it's not enough. In many cases you are looking for more. While you could go for some performance apps, there are actually plenty of macbook accessories
available that will make your life easier in many ways. These extra accessories will allow your macbook to charge faster, hold more data, or keep it safe and safe when traveling. In addition, there is a wide range of accessories to choose from as many companies have jumped on the supply band for Macbook users. Below, we've listed some of the biggest macbook accessories
that will benefit your computer. What makes for great Macbook accessories? Before hitting the list, we wanted to go over the criteria for what makes for large macbook accessories. The items we selected from this list will have the following criteria: Reasonable Price – The accessories themselves should not break the bank compared to large initial macbook investments. Usability
– All these accessories are practical in different situations, however, they also have additional features that make them useful in several situations beyond their obvious functions. Compact – The workflow is also about space in most circumstances. So anything that's too cumbersome doesn't help much. These accessories are either large deliberately - to store other items - or nice
and compact so they can't stand up to zau. A USB drive to quickly store files without access to CloudWhile you can always access the Cloud at any time, sometimes accessibility can be cumbersome or it takes time. Instead of trying to access files this way, getting a USB flash drive can save you a lot of time. Especially if your work entails giving presentations. SanDisk Ultra Dual
Drive is great because it offers USB-C and USB-A connector, allowing you to connect almost any device and transfer files and more between computers. In addition, USB drives boast several hundred gigabytes these days, making them solid storage devices. Buy SanDisk Ultra Dual Drive here.Compact Charger that makes more than the default ChargeYour charger that comes
with your MacBook is a good option for the charger, but these days chargers can offer a lot This can help you speed up your workflow as you can charge other devices or use the charger for purposes other than charging. In the case of an Anker PowerPort charger, it is more compact than Charger. It also offers a different USB-C connector, allowing you to quickly charge another
gadget with it. Buy an Anker PowerPort charger here. Port adapter for those who have multiple devicesOne of strict restrictions with macbook is that it has only two USB-C ports. This can be controlled for people with fewer gadgets, but if you're someone who has multiple, it can interrupt the workflow if you need a specific device and you can't charge it or access it. In this scenario,
the adapter port from Satechi may help. It offers multiple USB-C ports, allowing multiple devices to be used. It can also help in the organization of cords, which we know can disrupt the work. If USB-C ports aren't enough, it also comes with an SD card reader and an Ethernet cable port. Buy the Satechi multi-port adapter here. The USB cable, which is not as intrusive or
cumbersome to use the USB-C cable that comes with Macbooks, is small and used to connect to an external monitor. By adding more length to them, you can have better cable control. One option we found ideal was the Nomad Kevlar cable, which offers enough length to do what you want, giving you more room to work. Buy Nomad Kevlar USB-C Cable here. Clear your laptop
screen to see what you're doingSubst, particles and spots should be expected on laptop screens after a while. While you can get around these, sometimes they can hide your vision sometimes. The same can apply to all devices these days. The only problem with many solutions on the market is that they can damage screens. Fortunately, we found a screen cleanup solution that
doesn't harm screens. ScreenDr Professional screen cleaning kit comes with spray, screen safe and microfiber antimicrobial tissue to make sure you make the most of the spray. Buy ScreenDr Professional Screen Cleaning Kit here. Card reader, which speeds up the time of photo transferIf you are looking for a standalone card reader for your work, getting a device designed to
transmit and read photos is essential. One of the best macbook accessories in this category we found was a Vanja memory card reader. This is able to read SD and MicroSD cards, as well as transfer photos to your computer with ease thanks to its USB-C and USB 2.0 port settings. It's also small making it easy to carry and cheap to buy, making it a great choice to pick up if you're
dealing with lots of photos. Buy Vanja Card Reader here. Protective sleeves to protect your laptop from HarmFor those traveling the last thing you want is your laptop to get damaged for whatever reason. Even though you most likely won't throw it as often as Phone having a laptop sleeve to be in can save you time. One of the sleeves we found interesting were Native Union
sleeves. They are made of tear-jerking material with natural leather accents. Its interior is soft and also prevents prevents from a laptop. It also offers a pocket area where you can store cables and other macbook accessories easily. Buy Native Soyuz laptop sleeve here. Car charger for charging on the goFor the person who always drives, the car charger is always a useful tool to
have when you're on the move. The room was quite big and comfortable. Not only can it charge your macbook, but it also has an extra port to charge your phone if needed. It's not the fastest charger out there compared to the Macbook Pro adapter, but it's the highest rate on the market with an output capacity of 30W. By comparison, the second fastest charging connector offers
an 18W output. In addition, the charger has a lit LED ring for you to see it and late-night connectors. It also has a feature that ensures that devices don't experience surges or overhing from the charger itself. Buy an Anker PowerDrive car charger here. USB-C on USB-A adapter provides access to older modelsIf your older macbook still works, but has files that you want you not to
make the backup that you want, it makes it easier to access them. It also allows you to access devices that only have USB-A slots. This can save a lot of time if you move between older and newer devices. Buy thunderbolt adapter here. The Hardshell case for extra sleeve protection is good for travel, but when you use it, having an extra layer of protection can be nice. In addition,
this case of a rigid shell can also serve as additional protection against scratches and bumps too. Buy incase textured hard shell case here. An alternative sleeve for those with tighter budgets, but want protectionIf you're looking for a matching laptop sleeve but don't want to spend too much, AmazonBasics brands are a good alternative. Their sleeves are elegant and still offer
good scratch protection as well. It also has a few pockets for small essentials too. Buy AmazonBasics laptop sleeve here. Hub, which accommodates several ports simultaneouslyYour mentioned the port before being a huge time saver thanks to it having different ports for different devices. This is one of the great alternatives because while it doesn't offer as many USB-C ports, it
offers more variety. Paired with a design like the MacBook Air, it offers two USB-C connectors, two USB 3.0 ports, an HDMI port and SD card readers and a microSD. Buy Satechi Type C Pro Hub here. Headphones to deal with fewer headphone cordsCords are a common problem when improving performance at the table and one way to soften them is wireless. If you think about
it, one option to consider is soundcore headphones. They are cheaper than traditional from Apple, which can save you money. In addition, they deliver great sound and connect via Bluetooth. The beauty of these headphones is that they can also cancel despite the fact that they are so compact. They also offer touch controls that allow you to pause, play, skip music and answer
calls. Buy Soundcore Wireless Headphones here. Desktop stand To save space in deskDesk is another important part of performance, as everything can get on the road and hinder your work. In cases where you don't need a laptop at the moment, having a booth where you can put it off can be helpful. In such situations, we recommend twelve southern book arcs. This neat
Macbook accessory can save a ton of space because you need to close your laptop to insert it into the stand. It also keeps it elevated from the surface, which can protect it from bottlingBuy's Twelve South BookArc desktop stand here. Convenient and easy to use mouse for faster working speed Last of the macbook accessories we'll talk about is the right mouse. Logitech offers
fantastic mice, and their Logitech MX Master 3 is one of the largest wireless mice out there. It's an ergonomic design, customizable buttons and insanely accurate movement is fantastic. It also comes with a scroll wheel for precise scrolling. Battery power can last for months between charges and, like all Logitech devices, it comes with a USB-C charging connector. Buy Logitech
MX Master 3 Wireless Mouse here. Bottom lineE lots of macbook accessories out there to improve your workflow. Taking the time to do research and invest in some of the best ones though will save you a lot of time, money and energy in the long run. At the same time, all these accessories can help you with specific needs in what you do. Featured photo credit: Victor Ritsevall via
unsplash.com unsplash.com
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